
Discussion of Flap-Lag Dynamics of Hingeless Rotor Blades

Today’s discussion is on how one can make practical use of the model (and slightly
extended versions thereof) we developed in class during the past three lectures. The
figures in this handout are lifted from [1], [2], and [3]. A simplified version of our model is
developed in [1], and many results both for elastically coupled and uncoupled blades are
presented. The main conclusion is that elastic coupling, as defined by the parameter R, has
a strong influence. Experimental verification of the model came with a surprise. Nonlinear
aerodynamics had a much more significant e!ect than anyone had thought: Because of
the model scale, the Reynolds number was low enough that static stall actually induced
an instability [2]. This is not something we worry about in full-scale aircraft. Finally,
the model was extended in [3] to allow much larger elastic coupling by tilting the spring-
restrained hinges at angles up to 45! while leaving the blade at flat-pitch orientation. This
large elastic coupling, in conjunction with negative pitch-lag coupling (pitch decreases as
blade leads), allowed the lead-lag damping to be made orders of magnitude larger than
before. Unfortunately, no combination of parameters was found that would eliminate the
instability for the blade and, simultaneously, eliminate ground/air resonance instabilities
for a coupled rotor-fuselage system. Additional work has been done on this by various
researchers, including Prof. Gandhi at Penn. State.
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